
Today I am here not just in representation of myself, my family or my brother, Herbert Hightower Jr. who 
was shot and killed by Seattle police in 04 while experiencing a mental health crisis and whose killer is 
still employed by Seattle police, but for the impacted community at large in pushing back against the 
continued harms and hypocrisy perpetuated not just by SPD but of the offices created under court order 
to hold them accountable, and today that is the CPC. 

Your office has continued to stifle the voices of those most impacted by police violence while refusing to 
actually hold Seattle police accountable for their continued murders and brutality against the very 
taxpayers whose dollars created and maintain your positions to begin with. And whose voices which you 
were mandated under court order to center and listen to. Both of which you blatantly and arrogantly 
refuse to do time and time again. 

You say that you are trying to move forward in a positive direction yet continue to undermine programs 
specifically created for victims of police violence and their families, the Affected Persons Program. This 
program includes legislation to create an appeals system for victim complaints after demanding that you 
all do so for over 5 years and you ignoring us. Now all of a sudden you want to try to beat us to the punch 
and create the appeals system almost immediately after that legislation was passed, not because you 
actually care about the community you have failed, but to save face and undermine the work we are 
doing in spite of you. And now one of your commissioners are trying to claim they never heard of the 
Affected Persons Program despite the Affected Persons Program being specifically named in a slideshow 
shown by the CPC Director Cali Ellis in your own meeting on December 21, 2022. Information she stated 
she was given directly from the Seattle city council to the CPC.  

You continue to allow SPD a platform in your meetings for recruitment and police tech promotion such as 
ShotSpotter while disrespecting and refusing to listen to the concerns of community members and 
impacted persons regarding the brutality and killings at the hands of SPD. 

And in regards to the letter you sent to Chief Diaz on January 31 regarding the murder of Jaahnavi 
Kandula who was senselessly struck and killed by a speeding SPD patrol car in a pedestrian crosswalk 
last month I have a few questions:  

o   You specifically pointed out that SPD was responding to a priority one call while refusing 
to note that offloading SPD from these specific calls would decrease response time 
only by less than a minute and in the case of Jaahnavi Kandula will actually save 
lives. Why allow for misinformation to continue to spread in this manner which allows less 
accountability to be placed on SPD’s recklessness and refusal to actually demonstrate in 
practice a basic care of human life in the communities they say they serve? We learned 
how egregious her murder was when the fact that her body was displaced around 100 feet 
from the crosswalk was revealed, suggesting an outrageously high speed that the officer 
was traveling or that she was possibly dragged by the police car, which we also learned 
did not stop after hitting her. Why did you decide to not disclose those important  details 
along with questioning what the officer’s prior driving history was and why he left his prior 
police department in Tucson after only 18 months? 

o   Your letter was written over a week after Jaahnavi was murdered on January 23rd yet it 
does not call for transparency by way of the release of the dashcam video from the vehicle 
that struck Jaahnavi, even though SPD has released all available video within 72 hours 
and we are now almost a month from the date of her killing and still no video has been 
released in spite of the community demanding that be done over and over again. 

o   You commented on SPD policy regarding police pursuits, why are you also not calling 
out policy of the majority of those killed by Seattle police which are victims who are 
experiencing a mental health crisis one of which killing that happened over a year ago, 
whose name you still refuse to say? You gave us the excuse that you refused to do so 



because it would mean you are getting involved in specific cases all while flipping all of that 
on its head in Jaahnavi’s case with no explanation whatsoever of your blatant 
inconsistencies regarding which police killings and abuses you speak about. 

Why are tax dollars continuing to be spent, 1 million annually mind you, on the CPC who does nothing but 
ask empty police training questions, in light of the community demanding transparency and accountability 
for a police murder? Why do we have a tax dollar funded organization, mandated to center the voices of 
those most impacted by police violence who regularly shuts down conversations with that very community 
regarding police violence, involves itself with bullying other commissions like the human rights commission 
seeking amicus status to give a voice to impacted communities that you have refused to do, and are quicker 
to write a letter calling out the murder of Tyre Nichols in Memphis but can’t even say the name of a man 
killed right here in Seattle over a year ago? 

The money spent on the CPC should be reallocated to the development of the Affected Persons Program 
that seeks to give resources directly to victims of police violence and their families, creates an appeals 
system for victim complaints and actually addresses the harms perpetuated by SPD not become another 
arm it uses to skirt accountability and transparency.  

 


